A Vision for Tomorrow Using the Technology of Today

Enabling everyone to build AI-powered, personalized conversations for service

Voice technology is everywhere. It’s in your phone. Your computer. Even your watch.
But as a business or organization you’re probably not using it because you don’t know how and making technology talk is hard.
We make it simple.
Imagine expanding your services to include multilingual conversational engagements with voice over devices like smart speakers and voice assistants, text messaging, on the web, through mobile apps, and voice on the phone.
And you don’t have to be a developer to use the Voice platform.
Anyone can use Voice technology to create artificial intelligence (AI) powered conversations for personalized service on any device.
The Voice platform enhances your organization’s voice and brand by using technology to understand what your customers want and need, and empowers you to deliver it instantly.

For example, instead of having people answer your customer service line, Voice can instantly automate that service, using your agency’s expertise, supported by AI and machine learning.
Or you could use Voice to streamline the final delivery of your products or services to ensure customers are satisfied, even when complex situations arise.
Voice is more than talking to someone. It’s having an automated, intelligent two-way conversation that listens to what people want and understands what they need.
This is just a small sampling of the many ways Voice can be leveraged to improve and expedite service delivery to your customers.
By the end of the year, more than half of all U.S. adults will use voice engagements for service. Don’t miss your change to serve more people and meet your mission and objectives with Voice.
Make tech talk back with Voice.
Making Paper Talk Back: Technology Rooted in Service

It started with Voice automation of police reports and victim services support. Now, we can transform the way your organization provides service for everyone.

Controlled Conversational Artificial Intelligence for Service

People connect for service using the technology they prefer: voice, mobile, web, text, or phone

Conversational AI platform listens to what the person wants, while understanding what they need

Automatically engage in focused conversations to deliver total service
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Timing

Smart speakers are the fastest growing consumer technology, and half of all U.S. adults will use Voice engagements for service this year.

Opportunity

Leverage automated conversational engagement technology to deliver cost-efficient, convenient service at scale.

Better communication for a better world
voice.tech